USC400

Ultrasonic Die Cleaner

Outstanding,
Consistent
Performance
Searching for a consistent
and efficient method to clean
small parts like wire drawing
dies? Look to the Fort Wayne
Wire Die USC400 Series Ultrasonic Die Cleaning System
for your answer. The USC400
Series Cleaners are table top
80Khz ultrasonic die cleaners
designed for durable operation to clean wire drawing dies
and other small parts in your
die room or quality assurance
areas.

Fort Wayne Wire Die, Inc.

USC400

Ultrasonic Die Cleaner

USC400
Clean Parts Conveniently
Designed for safe and consistent operation, the
USC400 Series Ultrasonic Die Cleaners from Fort

Specifications:
Ultrasonic Frequency
Number of Transducers
Tank Capacity

Wayne Wire Die offer a convenient method for cleaning

Tank Dimensions

wire drawing dies and other small parts.

Overall Dimensions

The USC400 Series utilizes a 80Khz ultrasonic operat-

Shipping Weight

ing frequency which allows for optimum cavitation to

Tank Material
Voltage

ensure clean parts in a highly efficient manner. This

USC440
80Khz
4
10.4 liters
2.75 gallons
29cm x 24cm x 15cm deep
11.5” x 9.5” x 6” deep
32cm x 27cm x 30cm tall
12.5” x 10.5” x 12” tall
10.5Kg
23 lb.
316L Stainless Steel
220V/50Hz
110V/60Hz

system produces continuously shifting wavebands
which results in an evenly distributed cleaning output
that will thoroughly clean small parts.
Features included in the USC400 Series are adjustable
thermostatically controlled heaters, corrosion-resistant
stainless steel tanks and enclosures and an analog
timer.
The user has the ability to adjust and control the temperature of the cleaning fluid through the adjustable
thermostatically controlled heating controls. Reaching and maintaining the correct fluid temperature is

Corrosion resistant
stainless steel tank—
comes in two sizes.

Drain hose—for
easy cleaning.

Adjustable thermostatically
controlled heater—allows
user to adjust and control
cleaning fluid temperature.

important in receiving peak cleaning performance from
the USC400.
Available in 110
or 220 volts.

The USC400 Cleaners are equipped with a cover and
perforated basket suitable for cleaning small parts. A
drain hose is incorporated into the tank for easy cleaning.
A solid warranty backs the performance of the USC400
Cleaners. A two-year parts and labor warranty along

Start toggle switch—turns
the cleaner on/off.

with a ten-year warranty on the transducer is offered.
The USC440 has a 10.4 liter tank (2.75 gallons) and
is available in 110V/60Hz and 220V/50Hz.

Basket—perforated basket
for cleaning small parts.

Indicator light—is lit when unit
is in operation.

Analog Timer—can control
unit operation for a determined
amount of time.

For more information, contact a Fort Wayne Wire Die
representative.

Installation and operation
manuals included.
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